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On October 31 the Japan Times and Advertiser published another
nasty editorial stating as categorical fact that in return for the Lend-
Lease aid to Chungking, the United States had demanded what
amounts to a fcC mortgage " on the Chinese Republic ; specifically :
(i) the exclusive rights to maintain and utilize four unnamed naval
bases in China, to be retained in the post-war period, and 'V the
adoption by China of economic measures, such as removal of trade
restrictions, non-discriminatory use of raw materials, et cetera, which
would result in the virtual economic^ domination of China by the
United States. The editorial states that these ib demands " which
were presented at pistol point by the Magruder mission have been
accepted in principle by the Chungking Government as a basis for
discussion.
After pointing out that the Chungking Government is not China
and contrasting these alleged " demands " on the part of the United
States with the " co-operative " and " reciprocal " nature of Japan's
programme in respect to China, the editorial concludes : *4 Now it can
be seen that the Lend-Lease aid to Chungking was not to help fc poor
China ' but to expand rich America."
I said to the Department that while I had in general found it wise
and expedient to ignore such inaccurate and malicious attacks in the
Japanese press, I felt that the charges in this particular editorial
were too important to let go by and I asked if the Department would
approve of my issuing a statement of denial. The Department replied
that it appreciated the restraint I had shown in ignoring such false
statements and attacks on the United States but in this particular
case it authorized the issuance of a denial. Accordingly I wrote the
following letter, which was published in the Japan Times and Advertiser
on November 5 under the heading " U.S. Embassy Denies Report" .
To the editor :
While it is not the usual practice of the American Embassy in
Tokyo to take public cognizance of inaccuracies appearing in the
press with regard to the policies and actions of the United States,
the Embassy is constrained, under present circumstances, to depart
from that practice in respect of certain specific charges put forward
in the editorial of the October 31 issue of the Japan Times and
Advertiser.
It was alleged therein that the United States had presented at
Chungking certain demands which, if accepted, would create
a mortgage on China, these demands, specifically, being: first,
exclusive rights to maintain and utilize four unnamed naval bases
in China to be retained in the post-war period, and, second, the
adoption by China of certain economic measures which would
result in the virtual economic domination of China by the United
States.
The American Embassy is authorized to say that these charges are
without foundation in fact and are, therefore, wholly imaginary.

